Police Policy Advisory Workgroup Meeting

September 29, 2020 • Zoom • 5:00 p.m.


Excused: Josh Nascimento, Kevin Reed, Matt Roberts, Nicole Koehmestedt, Parsa Aghel, Ricardo Friaz

SUMMARY:

Policy drafts were shared with the members for review prior to the meeting. Approximately 20 policies reviewed and they were addressed in chronological order.

POLICIES FOR REVIEW September 29, 2020:

Use of Force - 300

In reference to HB4301, information submitted is sensitive and important, to be published immediately.

Control Devices and Technique - 308

In reference to HB4508, basic use of tear-gas during riot or protest. Captain Wade shared a little department history on control devices, training and its use.

Domestic Violence - 321

Cleaned up some language and definition clarification.

Temporary Custody of Juveniles 325

Minor changes, codified and OAR changes to an ORS.
Discriminatory Harassment - 329

Workgroup recommended this update be reviewed by internal legal staff. Send to General Counsel. A reorganization with minor language changes and clarifications with wording and punctuation along with codification, ORS.

Update 10.7.2020. Legal staff reviewed, and based on their recommendations, minor changes were made

Victims and Witness - 337

Some Items were questioned that are marked with a yellow block and number; this is an accreditation compliance identifier

Hate Crimes - 339

Minor language change

Conduct - 341

Currently this falls under disciplinary. Lexipol recommended to merge 1012 and 341. Suggestion made to accept 341, clean up and blend 1012 into it, placing it into one location in policy

Report Preparation - 345

345.7 suggestion made to replace “shall” with “generally.” Will review this internally. Added the requirement of approval of a higher rank

Update 10.7.2020. Minor corrections made

New Policy - 368

Federal requirement. Providing English services. No changes due to policy is from the Federal government

Public Safety Surveillance Video System – 383.5

Director McNulty reviewed; few changes suggested

Bias Based Policing - 402

402.5 “B”, suggestion was made that we add “equitably” and “all members” back into this section to mirror previous policy wording.
Update 10.7.2020. Minor wording added

**Immigration Violations - 428**

Updated with clarity, little language change

**First Amendment Assemblies - 465**

Add protected class – definition

**Brady Material Disclosure - 612**

Updated and clarification. Best practice guideline for Brady information

**Unmanned Aerial Operations - 617**

Definition Change

**Property & Evidence - 804**

Updated under Release of Firearms

**Records & Maintenance Release - 810**

Grammar clean up and minor updates

**Grievance Procedure - 1006**

Definition change – Protected class

**Reporting of Arrests, Convictions, & Court Orders - 1011**

1011.4 refers to Retiree Concealed Firearms Policy. We currently do not have one. Suggestion was to add a section addressing retiree’s under the current Firearms policy

Update 10.7.2020. Removed inaccurate policy reference

**Personnel Complaints - 1021**

Lexipol’s update to this policy removed some agency content language that was in the
previous policy. We will conduct a line by line comparison to confirm no agreed upon language was left out

Update 10.7.2020. Minor wording added